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ABSTRACT 
We consider displacements which are linear operations mapping a near-Toeplitz 
matrix into a low-rank matrix. The objective is to use this low-rank representation in 
solving matrix equations in place of using the full matrix. Two formulas for the 
displacement of the product of two matrices are presented and applied. Applications 
include multiplication of Toeplitz matrices, inversion of near-Toeplitz matrices, and 
finding the eigenvectors of a special class of matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The elements of a Toeplitz matrices can differ only if they occur on 
different diagonals. It follows that shifting the entries of a Toeplitz matrix 
along its diagonals till not change these matrices except possibly at its edges. 
This idea can be made concrete in several different ways, giving us what are 
called displacements of Toeplitz matrices. These displacements generally 
transform a Toeplitz matrix into a rank-two matrix that is zero everywhere 
except on some of its edges. If a displacement of any matrix has low rank, we 
say that matrix is near-Toeplitz. 
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The main results of this paper are applications of two formulas for 
displacement of products of general matrices. One of these formulas is a 
special case of a formula given by Pan [30], but the other is new and is 
especially suitable for situations involving both a matrix and its inverse. 
The motivation for introducing displacement of near-Toeplitz matrices is 
that we can use this low-rank representation in place of using the full matrix 
in deriving algorithms for solving matrix equations such as TX = I. In support 
of our objective, we give both sequential and optimal parallel algorithms for 
computing displacements and their inversions. 
The next section of this paper discusses Toeplitz and related matrices. It 
is followed by a section on displacement. Ranks and similarities of displace- 
ments of invertible matrices are presented in Section 4. Another section 
presents our formulas for the displacement of the product of two matrices. A 
final section gives applications of our formulas to some examples. 
One application obtains upper and lower bounds, both of the form 
n2 + o(n”>, on the number of multiplications needed to form the product of 
two Toeplitz matrices. These results are essentially the same as those found in 
[27], but our methods yield much simpler proofs. Counting both multiplica- 
tions and additions, we find an upperbound of 4n2 + O(n Ig n) operations, 
an improvement by n/2 on a result of Bini [4A]. 
Applying a product formula to A-‘A gives a rather symmetrical set of 
formulas that determine a displacement of the inverse of a general nonsingu- 
lar matrix A. Specializing this representation to a nonsingular Toeplitz 
matrix, we are led to a Gohberg-Semencul formula [18] for the inverse of a 
Toeplitz matrix. 
In a more speculative tone, we conclude by determining the eigenvectors 
of any (non-Toeplitz) Newton matrix. 
2. TOEPLITZ AND RELATED MATRICES 
Toeplitz matrices arise in shifi-and-compare situations. For example, the 
resultant method for eliminating one variable from two polynomials [18] 
involves repeatedly extracting coefficients after multiplying the polynomials 
by the variable to be eliminated. Other examples arise in signal processing 
[28] when one is estimating signal characteristics that are stationary, that is, 
are independent of the choice of the origin of time. Many applications of 
Toeplitz matrices are cited, with references, in 161. 
There are, however, many situations where shift-and-compare greatly 
condenses information, even though no Toeplitz structure is present. One 
reason this happens is that inverses and products of Toeplitz matrices are 
generally not themselves Toeplitz matrices. However, both products and 
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inverses of Toeplitz matrices are included in the class of matrices of 
displacement rank (a concept formalized in the next section). For this class of 
matrices, several algorithms are known that are faster than their general- 
purpose counterparts by roughly the ratio of the size of the matrix to the rank 
of its displacement. Fast algorithms that involve such near-Toeplitz matrices 
of low displacement rank are known for many problems. These include 
solutions of systems of linear equations and matrix inversion [18, 291, as well 
as Cholesky and QR factorizations [9]. 
In addition to results for matrices that are near-Toeplitz in the sense of 
having small displacement rank, there are also other adaptations of displace- 
ment giving similar results [8, 301 f or matrices that are near to Vandermonde 
matrices or near to Hankel matrices. (Hankel matrices have distinct elements 
only on distinct counterdiagonals.) Displacement techniques are also used for 
certain integral equations [ 181. 
Of course, there are many algorithms special to Toeplitz matrices that do 
not explicitly use displacement [16]. Th ese include algorithms for matrix 
linear systems and inversion [2, 291, and TR = Q factorization [ll]. 
The algorithms we present in this paper are correct when the computa- 
tions are done in exact arithmetic, as is done in symbolic computation. These 
algorithms may or may not be well suited for finite-precision calculations. In 
general, much work remains to be done on assessing numerical errors in 
approximate computations that use special algorithms for Toeplitz matrices. 
The numerical stability of some of the above algorithms is discussed in [7]. 
Notably absent from the above are algorithms for eigenvalue-eigenvector 
problems. Some progress in using Toeplitz structure to simplify the eigen- 
problem is found in [12, 141. Approaches that relate Toeplitz structure to that 
of certain tridiagonal matrices are found in [I3, 17, 311. 
3. DISPLACEMENT OF MATRICES 
In this paper, the displacement of a matrix A will refer to a new matrix 
A - XAY for some pair of matrices X and Y. (Some authors [18] use 
AX - YA instead.) Many choices are possible for X and Y; but for the study 
of Toeplitz matrices, it is common (but not universal [l, 41) to use the unit 
shift matrix and its transpose. The unit shift matrix U has all of its entries 
equal to zero except those on the diagonal just below the principal diagonal, 
where the entries are all ones. We denote the transpose of U by V. Another 
matrix we frequently need is the counteridentity K, which has all its entries 
zero except those on the counterdiagonal from upper right to lower left, 
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where the entries are all ones. In the 4 x 4 case, these matrices are given by 
! 
0 0 0 o\ ‘0 1 0 o\ 10 0 0 l\ 
#rJ= I 0 0 0 V= 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
0 10 0’ 0 0 0 1’ 
K= 
0 10 0’ 
0 0 1 0, \o 0 0 01 \1 0 0 0) 
(I) 
We will assume throughout this paper that all our matrices are square 
matrices of size 72, although extension to rectangular matrices is immediate. 
We use two kinds of displacement, a A displacement and a S displacement. 
These are transformations of A defined by 
A(A) =A - UAV (2) 
and 
S(A) =A-VAU. (3) 
(This notation is intended to suggest the forward difference operator A and 
the backward difference operator S_1,2 used in numerical analysis. In fact, 
on any given diagonal, this correspondence can be made precise.) In the 
4 x 4 case, we have 
/ fro.0 a,, 1 a,, 2 ao,3 
00 0 0 
al.0 a,,1 a1,2 a1.3 
0 a,,0 ao.1 ao,2 - 
a2, o a2,1 a2.2 ‘2,3 
0 a,,0 al.1 al,2 
a3.0 a3.1 ‘3.2 a3.3 0 a2,o a2,1 a2,2 
a,, 0 a,, 1 ao,2 ao.3 
\ 
al.0 al.1 - ao.0 a1.2 - a,, 1 a1.3 - ao,2 
a2.0 a2.1 - al.0 a2,2 - al.1 ‘2.3 - al,2 
a3.0 a3.1 - a2,o ‘3.2 - a2.1 a3.3 - a2,2/ 
A(A) = 
= 
and 
S(A) = 
= 
a,, o a,, 1 ao.2 a,, 3 
a1.0 a,,1 %,2 a1.3 
a2.0 a2.1 a2.2 ‘2,3 
a3,o a3.1 ‘3.2 a3,3 
\ 
- 
j 
1 al.1 a1.2 al,3 0 
a2.1 a2.2 a2,3 0 
03.1 a3.2 a3,3 0 
,o 0 0 0 
ao.0 - al.1 a,, 1 - %,2 ao,2 - al,3 ao,3’ 
al.0 - a2.1 al.1 - a2,2 al,2 - ‘2,3 al,3 
a2,o - a3.1 a2.1 - ‘3.2 a2.2 - a3,3 ‘2,3 
a3,o a3.1 ‘3.2 a3.3, 
(4) 
(5) 
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One might hope that it would be enough to consider only one of these two 
types of displacement. However, some insights depend on using both types at 
the same time. For example, it is known [21] that if M is an arbitrary 
nonsingular matrix, then the rank of A( M-l> is the same as the rank of 
S(M ), while the equation rank A(M) = rank ACM-‘) may be false. 
3.1. Elementa y Displacement Results 
In this paper we apply the operators A and 6 to general n X n matrices. 
The properties of displacement exhibited here in no way depend on any 
Toeplitz or near-Toeplitz structure. Naturally, such structure is very useful 
for obtaining further results, as is shown in the final section on applications. 
This section is devoted to elementary facts about the transformations A 
and 6. Most, if not all, of these facts can be found in the literature, but they 
are collected here for ease of reference. 
We will use AT to denote the transpose of a matrix A. 
LEMMA 1. Let A and B be arbitrary n X n matrices, and let K be the 
n X n counteridentity. The transformations A and S defined by Equation (2) 
and Equation (3) are linear, in that 
A( cuA + BB) = aA( A) + pA( B) and 
S( aA + BB) = (YS( A) + BS( B) (6) 
for all scalars (Y and B. These transformations also satisfy 
A( AT) = A( A)T and 6( AT) = S( A)T, (7) 
A(KAK) = KS( A)K and 6( KAK) = KA( A) K, (8) 
G(VAU) = W(A)UGO and A(UAV) = UA( A)V, (9) 
S(UAV) + A(VAU) = US( A)V+ VA(A)U, (10) 
A( S( A)) + S( A( A)) = UVAUV - VUAVU. (11) 
Proof. These properties are easily obtained from the equations that 
define A and 6. W 
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Clearly, both A and 6 are defined for all n X n matrices, but it is also 
easy to show [15] these transformations are inuertible. 
LEMMA 2. Zf A(A) = M, then 
n-l 
A = c UkMVk, 
k=O 
(12) 
and if 6(A) = M, then 
n-1 
A = c VkMUk. 
k=O 
(13) 
Proof. With the aid of Equations (2) and (3), these sums are seen to 
collapse to A because U” = V n = 0. n 
We will repeatedly use the following uniqueness result. 
LEMMA 3. A matrix A is uniquely determined by either A(A) or 6(A). 
Further, any n X n matrix M can be represented as M = A(A) = 6(B) by 
uniquely determined matrices A and B. 
Proof. Both transformations A and S map the n2-dimensional vector 
space of n X n matrices into itself. Both are linear, and by the previous 
lemma, onto. It follows that these transformations are one-to-one. n 
3.2. Some Other Displacements 
Before going on to identities for displacements of inverses of matrices, it 
seems appropriate to make a few comments about some displacements other 
than those used in the above lemmas. 
In [l], the displacement A e A - EAET is used, where E is the cyclic 
downshift matrix, which is identical to the unit shift matrix U except with an 
additional one in the upper right-hand comer. The rank of A( A) differs by at 
most two from the rank of the displacement A - EAET, but this last 
displacement is not inuertibZe because it maps every circulant matrix into 
zero. 
Some authors use an entirely different type of displacement transforma- 
tion, A ++ AU - UA. The use of this transformation is well demonstrated in 
[18]. It has some advantages over the transformations that we use, but it is not 
invertible, regardless of the matrix U. For example, the identity matrix is 
mapped into zero, as is any polynomial in U. 
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3.3. Displacement as a Change of Basis 
The displacements A and 6 are invertible linear transformations, so they 
can be viewed as simply a change of basis-in this case, a change of basis for 
the vector space of all n x n matrices. But we cannot just change basis and 
be done with it, because we are also concerned with multiplication of 
matrices, and issue independent of their vector-space structure. For example, 
the next section has many expressions of the form A(AB) = AA(B) + *** , in 
which displacements are multiplied by other matrices. 
To cope with combinations like AA(B), it is important to have efficient 
algorithms for computing displacements and their inversions. These are the 
subject of the next subsection. 
3.4. Fast Algorithms for Displacements and Their Inversions 
We discuss the efficiency of algorithms for parallel as well as sequential 
computation. Our model of parallel computation in this paper assumes only 
that a Fourier transform at n points can be done in O(lg n) time using n 
processors, and that the cumulative sums of n numbers can be computed in 
O(lg n) using O(n) processors [25]. We also assume that O(k) processors can 
be simulated by using any one of the processors for O(k) time steps. 
It is clear from the defining equations (2) and (3) that the transformations 
A + A(A) and A c, 6(A) can be computed with O(n”) independent sub- 
tractions. The inverse of these transformations take only a little more atten- 
tion. Considering a typical diagonal in Equation (4) indicates that generating 
cumulative sums down each diagonal starting from its upper left end gives the 
inverse transformation, A(A) * A. This also follows from Equation (12). In a 
similar way, 6 is inverted by forming cumulative sums up each diagonal 
starting from its lower right end. The cumulative sums on different diagonals 
are independent. The well-known parallel prefix algorithm [25] computes the 
cumulative sum of O(n) numbers by using O(n) processors for O(lg n) time 
steps. On the other hand, in a serial computation the single processor has 
only to march down (or up) all diagonals doing a total of O(n’) additions to 
find the required cumulative sums. We slightly extend these simple observa- 
tions in a theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let A denote a generic n X n matrix. The computation of 
A(A) OT- 6(A)f rom a given matrix A can be pe$ormed by one processor with 
0(n2> subtractions, or in a single time step with subtractions on 0(n2) 
processors, or in O(lg n> time on 0(n2/lg n) processors. The computation of 
the matrix A, given A( A) or 6(A), can be pelformed by one processor with 
0(n2> additions, or in O(lg n) time steps on 0(n2> processors,or in O(lg n) 
time steps on O(n2/lg n) processors. 
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Proof. The last bound in each sentence follows from Brent’s scheduling 
principle [25]: since O(n’) operations are to be performed, O(n’) processors 
can be simulated by O(n”/l n n) processors by accepting a time penalty of 
O(lg n). Th e o th b er ounds are evident from the prior discussion. n 
4. DISPLACEMENTS OF MATRIX INVERSES 
It is a fundamental theorem [21] that the rank of A(M) equals the rank of 
S( M-i). Since multiplying by a nonsingular matrix does not change rank, this 
is equivalent to saying the rank of M-iA equals the rank of M6(M-i). 
We give a proof of this fact, then we incorporate an additional hypothesis 
forcing AK’A(M) to be similar to MS(M-l). These two theorems indicate 
that we may want to use both kinds of displacement. In this section only, 
there are no restrictions on the matrices U and V, unless they are specifically 
stated. 
THEOREM 5. Let M, U, and V be arbitrary n X n matrices, with M 
nonsingular. The rank of A(M) equals the rank of S( M-l), and the rank 
of S( M > equals the rank of A( M ’ ). 
Proof. From the definition of A(M), we have 
M-‘A( M) = Z - M-‘UMV. (14) 
Similarly, 
MS( M-‘) = Z - MVM-‘U. (15) 
By identifying A = M -’ U and B = MV, it suffices to prove that if A and 
B are square matrices, then Z - AB and Z - BA have the same nullity. 
Let (x,, xl,. . . , x,.}, be a maximal linearly independent set of null vectors 
satisfying 
(I-AB)xi=O, (16) 
and define yi by 
yi = Bxi. (17) 
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We see that yi is a null vector of I - BA because 
(I-BA)yi=yi-B(ABxi)=Bri-Bx,=O. 
Suppose there are scalars rxi such that Co, yi = 0. Equation (17) implies that 
BCaixi = 0. Using this in Equation (16) shows that C(vixi = 0. Thus, the 
independence of the xi implies the independence of the yi. A similar 
argument with the roles of A and B interchanged completes a one-to-one 
correspondence between the null vectors of Z - AB and Z - BA. Reversing 
the roles of M and M-l yields the last statement of the theorem. I 
EXAMPLE 6. Theorem 5 places no restrictions on U and V. Consider the 
following case: 
M= (h y), U= (i t), and V= (i i). (IS) 
We see that 
and MS(M-‘) = (IS) 
have the same rank. However, they cannot be similar, because they do 
not have the same Jordan form. 
If we add an additional hypothesis to Theorem 5, we get a much stronger 
result. It is not just that M-lb(M) and MS(M-l) have the same rank, but 
that they have the same Jordan normal form. 
THEOREM 7. Let M be a nonsingular n x n matrix. Let U and V be 
n x n matrices, with at least one of them nonsingular. Then the matrix 
M-‘A(M) is similar to the matrix MS(M-‘), and the matrix MA(M-l) is 
similar to the matrix M-lS( M). 
Proof. Suppose V is nonsingular. Using the definitions of A(M) and 
S( M-l>, the product MV gives the desired similarity transformation: 
(MV)M-Q(M)(Mv)-’ = (MV)( Z - M-‘UMV)( MV)-’ 
= Z - MVM-lU 
= MS( M-l). 
Analogous arguments prove the rest of the theorem. n 
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The hypothesis of Theorem 7 is often fulfilled. It is usual to have one of U 
and V nonsingular when applying displacement methods to the study of 
near-Vandermonde matrices [S]. Both U and V are nonsingular in the 
displacement used by Ammar and Gader 111 for near-Toeplitz matrices. 
Kailath [23] gives a result somewhat intermediate between Theorem 6 
and Theorem 8. He assumes M is invertible and symmetric and imposes the 
condition U = VT to find A(M) and 8( M-') have the same inertia. 
EXAMPLE 8. This example illustrates the conclusions of Theorem 5 and 
Theorem 7. Consider 
and V = 
0 
1 0 
0 0 1. 
0 0 0 I 
(20) 
Notice that U is nonsingular, but V is not. We remark that for these 
particular matrices U and V, both displacements A and 6 can be inverted 
using Equation (12) and Equation (13): Let 
and M-l = 
Theorem 5 guarantees the equality of 
and 
rank S( M-') = rank (-; I +2, 
and also the equality of 
rank6(M)=rank 
(22) 
(23) 
(24 
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and 
rank A( M-‘) = rank( 8 -b _&i =3. 
For verifying Theorem 7, we have 
M-‘A(M) = ; 
[O -H -Bj 
and MS(M-‘) = 
651 
(25) 
which are similar because thev have the same simnle eicenvalues 0, 1, and 2. 
Interchanging the roles of M’and M-‘, we have ’ 
o 
and M-%(M) = 
which are similar because they both have 1 as an eigenvalue of triple 
multiplicity and only one corresponding eigenvector. Notice that the matrices 
in Equation (26) are not similar to the matrices in Equation 27. In fact, 
rank A(M) # rank A(M-l> and rank 6(M) # rank S(M-‘). 
5. DISPLACEMENTS OF MATRIX PRODUCTS 
It is surprising that formulas for the displacement of the product of two 
matrices did not explicitly appear in the literature until a recent article by Pan 
[ZO]. “What is the displacement of a product?’ seems a natural question, and 
the answer is known for integral operators [22, Equation (Ilb)]. This natural 
question has an unnatural kind of answer. There seem to be a variety of 
formulas. Further, the ones given here are all rather awkward in form, 
although they tend to simplify in applications. 
In this section, we give two basic formulas for A( AB). The first of these is 
a special case of Pan’s formula, and the second is not. 
To express Pan’s formula, define Ax r(A) = A - XAY for any matrices 
A, X, and Y that conform to the indicated matrix additions and multiplica- 
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Cons. Pan’s formula can be written in the form 
for any conformable matrices A, B, K, L, M, and N. 
To prove identities for displacements of products of general rr X tr 
matrices we use the unit shift matrix U and its transpose V. Note that 
z = w + v”-‘u”-l and I = VU + U”-‘V”-‘, (29) 
which also imply that VW = V and WU = U, since U” = Vn = 0. To 
avoid adding more notation, notice that V n- ‘U n- ’ is a rank-one matrix with 
its only nonzero entry in the upper left comer. Similarly, U"- IV”- ’ has its 
only nonzero entry in the lower right comer. 
The related problem of bounding the rank of the displacement of a 
matrix product was treated in [lo]. Pan generalized this approach to obtain 
his formula, which is a more general form of the following theorem which 
gives the first of our two basic results. 
THEOREM 9. For any n x n matrices A and B, we have 
A( AB) = A( A) B + UAVA( B) - UAU”- ‘V”- ‘BV. (30) 
Proof. Using Equation (29) and the definition of ACAB), we have 
A( AB) = AB - UABV 
= (A - UAV)B + UAVB - UA(VU + U”-lV”-‘)BV 
= A( A) B + UAVA( B) - UAU”-lV”-‘BV, 
which completes the proof. H 
The first two terms of this result are not too surprising, and the last term 
is a rank-one boundary term. It is rank-one because multiplication of any 
matrix by either ?I”- ‘Vn-’ or V n- ‘U ‘- ’ has the effect of zeroing out the 
entire matrix with the exception of either the first or last row (or column). 
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We have used the method of [lo], and we can also obtain the same result 
from Equation (30): 
rankA < rankA + rankA + 1. (31) 
Theorem 5 says rank 6(M-‘) = rank A( M >. A contrasting result using 
only A is found by solving Equation (30) for A(A)B and setting A = M-’ 
and B = M to obtain 
rank A( M-‘) < rank A(M) + 2, (32) 
for any nonsingular matrix M. Equality can be achieved, as is seen in the 
following example: 
rank A( M) = rank A ((a -p -%jj =rank 
while 
rank A( M-l) = rankA[( 1 _H i]] =rank( d Ip i] =3. 
We will refer to the above theorem as the unmixed product rule, since it 
involves only one displacement operator. This is to contrast it with the next 
theorem that involves both A and 6, which we will refer to as the mixed 
product rule. Pan’s formula is more general than Equation (30). However, his 
formula is not general enough to include the following mixed product rule. 
This rule is natural for situations that involve both matrices and their inverses. 
THEOREM 10. For any n x n matrices A and B, we have 
A( AB) = A( A) B - UAVUS( B)V + UAVBV”-lU”-’ 
- UAU”- ‘V”- ‘BV. (33) 
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Proof. From the definition of A( AB), we have 
A( AB) = AB - UABV 
= (A - UAV) B + UAVB - UABV 
= A( A) B + UA(VU + U”-lV”-‘)VB 
- UA(VU + PIV”-‘) BV 
= A(A)B + UAVWB(W + V”-‘CT-‘) 
- UA(VU + U”-‘V”-l) BV 
= A( A) B - UAVU( B - VBU)V + UAVWBV”-‘U”-’ 
- UAU”- ‘V”- ‘BV 
= A( A) B - UAVUS( B)V + UAVBV”-‘U”-’ 
- UAU”- IV”- ‘BV, 
where we have used Equation (29) repeatedly. n 
Of the two rules, the mixed product rule. is more complicated, having an 
additional rank-one boundary term. However, the results in the previous 
section indicate that when dealing with either kind of displacement of a 
matrix, the other kind of displacement is naturally associated with the inverse 
of the matrix. 
Since U and V enter symmetrically in the definitions of A and S and in 
the identities in Equation (29), we can interchange U and V in the last two 
theorems if we also interchange A and 6. 
COROLLARY 11. For any n x n matrices A and B, we have 
S( AB) = S(A) B + VAUG( B) - VAV”- ‘U”- ‘BU, (34 
S( AB) = 6(A) B - VAWA( B)U 
+ VAUBU”-lV”-l - VAV”- ‘U”- ‘BU. (35) 
Each of the above four product rules has another completely equivalent 
form, which we record here for convenience of reference. 
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COROLLARY 12. For any n x n matrices A and B, we have 
A( AB) = AA(B) + A( A)UBV - UAU”-‘V”-lBV, (36) 
A( AB) = AA(B) - US( A)VUBV 
+ V”-‘U”-‘AUBV - UAU”-‘V”-lBV, (37) 
S( AB) = A6( B) + 6( A)VBU - VAV”-lU”-‘BU, (38) 
S( AB) = A6( B) - VA( A)UVBU 
+ U”-‘V”-lAVBU - VAV”-‘U”-lBU. (39) 
Proof. Apply Equations (30), (33), (34) and (35) to the product BTAT 
and take transposes. The results then follow from Equation (7). n 
6. APPLICATIONS OF DISPLACEMENTS OF PRODUCTS 
In this section, we first prove upper and lower bounds on the complexity 
of multiplying Toeplitz matrices. Second, we apply the mixed product 
formula to the product of a matrix and its inverse, and then specialize 
this representation to a nonsingular Toeplitz matrix. This gives a Gohberg- 
Semencul-type formula. Finally, we determine eigenvectors for any Newton 
matrix. 
We use e, and e,_ 1 to denote the first and last columns of the n x n 
identity matrix throughout this section. 
6.1. Inverse Displacement of a Rank-One Matrix 
The following lemma is a basis result in displacement methods 1211. Its 
main use is to express the inversion of the displacement of a rank-one matrix 
as a product of two triangular Toeplitz matrices. Using a product formula 
provides an unusual proof. 
LEMMA 13. Zf L, denotes an n X n lower triangular Toeplitz matrix 
with a vector x as its jrst column and U,, denotes an n x n upper triangular 
Toeplitz matrix with a vector yT as its first row, then 
A(L,U,,) = xyT = S(UxLY). (40) 
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Proof. Since VA(UY) = 0 and V”-‘U,V = 0, the unmixed product rule, 
Equation 27, gives us A( LxUY> = xe,TU,, = xy T, In addition, this equation 
combines with Equation 8 to give the second equality in Equation 37 because 
T = KTTK for any Toeplitz matrix T. l 
This lemma also can be obtained by regarding Equation (12) and Equation 
(13) applied to xy T as sums of n outer products as in [I5]. 
6.2. Complexity Bounds for Multiplying Toeplitz Matrices 
We find 0(n2) upper and lower bounds for the number of arithmetic 
operations need to form the product of two Toeplitz matrices. First, we show 
that some recent results of Linzer and Vetterli on the number of multiplica- 
tion-s [27] are more easily obtained by using our methods. 
THEOREM 14. At least n2 multiplication-s are required to form the 
product of two arbitrary n x n Toeplitz matrices. 
Proof. Let x and y be arbitrary vectors of length n, and let L, and UY 
be as in the previous lemma. Suppose that the product of two Toeplitz 
matrices could be formed by using fewer than n2 multiplications. If so, 
Equation (40) could be used to obtain xyT with fewer than n2 multiplica- 
tions. But it is well known [5] that this is impossible. l 
The following theorem agrees with an upper bound of n2 + O(n lg n) for 
a “practical algorithm” in the previously cited article [27]. This upper bound 
differs from the lower bound of the previous theorem only in the lower-order 
terms. 
THEOREM 15. The product of two n X n Toeplitz matrices can be formed 
with np + O(n lg n) multiplications. 
Proof. For simplicity, we illustrate the 4 X 4 case. Using either the 
unmixed or the mixed product rule, Equation (30) or (33), we obtain 
/ 
t, t1 tz t3 
\ 1 
so Sl sz 33 
0 0 0 A(TS) s2 = :I’ SK1 sg Sl 
2 0 0 0 s-2 s-1 so Sl 
,t-3 0 0 o\ s-3 s-2 s-1 so 
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10 0 0 0’1 0 0 0 0 
0 t, t, t, s-1 0 0 0 
+ 0 t-1 t, t, s-p 0 0 0 
\o t_, t-1 tq s-3 0 0 0 
I I 
0000~0 0 0 0’ 
ooot3 0 0 0 0 - 
0 0 0 t, 0 0 0 0 * 
\o 0 0 t, \o s-3 s-2 S-1) 
This can be regrouped as 
‘t, t, t, t,’ ’ So s1 s2 S3’ 
*(Tq = 0 0 0 0 s-1 so Sl s2 
0 0 0 0 s-2 s-1 so Sl 
,o 0 0 0) s-3 s-2 s-1 so 
(0 0 0 o\l 0 0 0 0 
0 to t1 t2 s-1 0 0 0 
+ 0 t-1 t, t, s_2 0 0 0 
(0 t-2 t-1 to/ \s_3 0 0 0 
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t-1 t, -so -s1 -s2 -s3 
- I ii t-2 t, 0 s-3 I s-2 s-1 * (41) t-3 t1 
The first two terms of the above equation can be computed with O(n lg n) 
multiplications using the fast Fourier transform. A textbook [3] application of 
Winograd’s matrix multiplication algorithm evaluates the last term of the 
above equation with n2 + n - 1 multiplications. Recovering TS from ACTS) 
does not require any multiplications (Theorem 4). l 
In some situations, multiplying the elements of matrices by other ele- 
ments is much more expensive than adding elements to each other or 
multiplying elements by rational numbers. This happens, for example, if the 
matrix elements are polynomials. In these situations, the techniques of [26] 
can be used to give an upper bound of n2 + O(n) on the expensive 
multiplications needed to form the product of two Toeplitz matrices. 
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The next theorem counts all arithmetic operations and treats both parallel 
and sequential computation. Our model of parallel computation was given in 
Section 3.4. 
THEOREM 16. The product of two Toeplitz matrices can be formed with 
O(lg n) arithmetic operations on 0(n2/lg n) processors, or with 4n2 + 
O(n lg n) arithmetic operations on a single processor. 
Proof. The first step is to determine the displacement of the desired 
product. The sum of the two outer products of Equation (41) can be done in 
O(lg n) time on 0(n2/lg n) processors, or sequentially with 2n2 multiplica- 
tions and n2 additions. The Toeplitz-vector multiplications in that equation 
can be done in O(lg n) time steps on O(n) processors using the fast Fourier 
transform, or with O(n lg n) sequential operations. The second step is to 
determine the desired product from its displacement. In either the parallel or 
the sequential case, this step alone has the stated complexity (Theorem 4). w 
An unpublished result of Bini [4A] gi ves a sequential upperbound of 2n2 
multiplications and (5/2) n2 additions. 
6.3. Displacement of a Matrix Inverse 
If the matrix A has a small displacement rank, it is determined by a few 
vectors. By Theorem 5, the other kind of displacement of its inverse is also 
determined by a few vectors. We now exhibit equations that determine these 
vectors. However, the following theorem does not require the matrix A to 
have low displacement rank. 
THEOREM 17. Let A be an n X n invertible matrix, and let K be the 
n x n countertdentity matrix. A( A-‘) is determined by UA-lVUS(A)VA-’ 
and f&m- vectors y, y ‘, w, and w ’ defined by the equations 
Ay = e,_, and Aw = VAe,, (42) 
(KArK) y’ = e,_, and ( ZCATK)w’ = ( KATK)e,. (43) 
Further, A( A-‘) has the form 
A( A-‘) = - UA-‘VU6( A)VA-’ - (-e, + Uw)( KY’)~ + Uy( Kw’)~. 
(44) 
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Proof. Use the mixed product formula (30) to compute A( A-'A). Solve 
for A( A-‘)A to obtain 
A(A-‘)A = -UA-‘VtB(A)V+ A(Z) 
_ UA-lVAVfl-1Un-1 + ~~-lun-lvn-l~v_ 
Since V”-‘U”-’ = A(Z) = eOei and U”-lV”-l = e,_,ez_,, we have 
A( A-‘) = - UA-lVUS( A)VA-’ 
+ e0 - UApl(VAe,)(ezA-‘) + U(A-‘e,_l)(e~_lAVA-l). 
We see that Equation (44) follows when y, y ‘, w, and w ’ are defined by 
Equation (42) and Equation (43). n 
Specializing the above theorem to Toeplitz matrices gives a form of the 
Gohberg-Semencul formula found in [18]. 
COROLLARY~~. Let T be an n X n invertible Toeplitz matrix. A(T-‘) is 
&termined by two vectors y and w which are defined by the equations 
Ty = en_, and Tw = VTe,. 
Further, T-’ has the form 
T-l = 
IO 0 ... 0 
Yo 
/ Yn-2 Yo 
0 
0 
(-1 0 . . . 
w1 . . 
- 
W n-2 ... Wl 
1 
\ 
/ 
(45) 
* (46) 
Proof. Since T = KTTK for any Toeplitz matrix T, we see Equation 
(43) become redundant. Since T is a Toeplitz matrix, US( A)V = 0. Equation 
(46) now follows from Equation (44) and Lemma 13. R 
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This form of the Gohberg-Semencul formula could equally well be found 
from the unmixed product rule, which is a special case of Pan’s formula. 
Without using a product formula for displacements at all, one can embed 
matrices of interest in larger matrices and realize formulas of the Gohberg- 
Semencul type by the use of Schur complements [24]. 
To find the inverse of a given Toeplitz matrix T by our methods, it is 
necessary to find two vectors y and w satisfying Equation (45). The right-hand 
side of one of these equations contains elements of the matrix T. A natural 
question has been raised [18]: Do there exist two right-hand sides that do not 
depend on elements of the Toeplitz matrix T, which will nevertheless 
determine the inverse of T without any restrictions on T? It is now known 
[2O] that not even the invertibility of a Toeplitz matrix can be determined by 
using up to n - 1 fixed right-hand sides. 
6.4. Determining the Eigenvectors of a Newton Matrix 
In Theorem 17, we applied the mixed product formula to the matrix 
equation 1 = A-IA. We were motivated to use S(A) and A( A-‘) by 
Theorem 5, which says that if 6(A) h as 1 ow rank, then A( A-l) also has this 
rank. For the matrix equation AQ = Qh, with A diagonal, we are unsure 
what displacements we would wish to use on Q and A, even if we know that 
A( A) is of low rank. However, with some guesswork, we are able to do an 
example of this type. Perhaps the struggle is worthwhile because examples 
using displacement techniques to determine eigenstructure are scarce. 
Let xi, x2,..., r,, be a set of rr variables. For i = I, 2,. . . , n, let gi be 
the elementary symmetric functions of these variables. Let the symmetric 
power sums of these variables be defined by ti = Cy x1 for i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
The set of n linear equations connecting the ai and the ti [32] determine a 
Newton matrix. 
1 1 0 *** 0’ ‘q\ I t1 
t1 2 *. : ~~ . . t 2 
. . () :=-:. (47) 
t,_, ... t, n \ a;, \tn / 
A Newton matrix is not Toeplitz, but it has the form N + T, where N is a 
diagonal matrix and T is a strictly lower triangular Toeplitz matrix. 
We want to find a matrix Q of the eigenvectors of N + T. Such a matrix 
Q satisfies the equation 
(N + T)Q = QN. 
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A matrix Q formed from eigenvectors of N + 2’ corresponding to the 
eigenvalues 1,2,3, . . . , n is a lower triangular matrix because N + T is itself 
a lower triangular matrix. Such a Q must be nonsingular because N + T has 
n independent eigenvectors. Numerical examples lead us to seek a Q which 
is a Toeplitz matrix. 
There are a variety of ways to find Q from Equation (48). We choose to 
proceed by using product formulas to seek a nonsingular lower triangular 
Toeplitz matrix Q satisfying Equation (48). Applying the unmixed product 
formula (30) to the left-hand side of Equation (48) we obtain 
A(( N + T)Q) = [I + A(T)]Q + U( N + T)VA(Q), (49) 
since A(N) = Z and U( N + T)Un-’ = 0. Applying Equation (36) to the 
right-hand side of Equation (48) gives us 
since V n-lNV = 0 and A(Q)U = 0. Equating Equation (49) and Equation 
(50) yields 
A(T)Q + U(N + T)VA(Q) = 0. (51) 
Since the displacement A is invertible, if Q satisfies this equation, then it 
satisfies Equation (48). Rearranging the first column in Equation (51) (the 
other columns are all zero) yields 
U(N + T)Vq = -qOt, (52) 
where t is the first column of T, where q is the first column of Q, and where 
q,, is the first element of q. Clearly, the vector q is determined once q,, is 
chosen. Taking q,, to be nonzero ensures that the Q determined by Equation 
(51) is nonsingular. 
We summarize the overall result in a theorem. 
THEOREM 19. The eigenvectors of any Newton matrix can be taken to 
form a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix. Zts first column q can be any solution 
to Equation (52) such that the first entry of q is nonzero. 
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